ZUZANNA CZEBATUL

M1 ARTHUR BOSKAMP-STIFTUNG
THE JOY OF BEING THE CAUSE

Zuzanna Czebatul covers the M.1 with a scaffolding tarp. The building is closed off to the outside,
while the exhibition opens up into the public space and is always accessible; thus asking what
happens to art when it is no longer perceived in frames and on plinths, but as an everyday-looking
reconstruction phase. So if Czebatul’s work suggests placing the institution in a state of transition
by covering the building, what does this change imply?
THE JOY OF BEING THE CAUSE initially breaks with an apparent transparency: No one can look
directly into the foundation’s exhibition space any more. At the same time, this insight is covered
by what is already underneath: The outlines of the house are repeated on the tarpaulin. This almost
comic-like tracing raises the building to a fictional, narrative level. Only who is telling whose story –
and for whom?
By obscuring the building, THE JOY OF BEING THE CAUSE points to an institutional agenda that
is always up for debate; to the future goals pursued by art institutions as well as to their original
rationale and condition for pursuing a public mission. Between these poles, the work stretches out
like a net that denies insights and at the same time makes new views possible. Private art institutions are involved in political and social processes from which a public interest emanates. Czebatul’s work thus shows what makes institutional exhibition spaces exclusive: the personal signature
of individuals in relation to the participation possibilities of many. In this sense, the M.1 is not only
wrapped up, but entangled in the relationships it represents. The architecture becomes a canvas –
but who or what does it actually represent?

THE JOY OF BEING THE CAUSE, 2022
Print on polyvinyl chloride, metal
3815 x 862 cm

KUNSTPALAIS, ERLANGEN
THE HAPPY DEPPY ECSTASY INSTITUTE

PROBABLY A ROBBERY, 2021
POLYSTYRENE, ACRYLIC PLASTER, PIGMENTS, WOOD, METAL
315 X 195 X 88 CM
TIME CLOUD I – V, 2021
OIL ON CANVAS
EACH 200 X 150 CM
GODSPEED (START) & GODSPEED (STOP), 2021
POLYSTYRENE, SYNTHETIC RESIN VARNISH, POLYVINYL CHLORIDE,
METAL
DIMENSIONS VARIABLE

JACK THE FUTURE , 2021
Polystyrene, acrylic plaster, pigments, metal
100 x 48 x 75 cm

COLLUMNS OF EMPIRE , 2021
Polystyrene, found material
190 x 420 cm x 90 cm

ENERGY CIRCLUSION, 2021
Plaster, wood, metal, laqcer
600 x 350 x 165 cm

REVELATION AD , 2021
PVC, ventilator
500 x 250 x 150 cm

In The Happy Deppy Ecstasy Institute, her first institutional solo exhibition in
Germany, Zuzanna Czebatul (born 1986 in Międzyrzecz, Poland) poses questions
about power, its symbolic embodiment, and how power relations structure our
social reality. For Kunstpalais, the Berlin-based sculptor not only produces new
sculptures, but also creates an extensive artistic spatial program that can be read
as a parody of real-life end-time spectacles. Mighty gas pipelines, man-sized
towers made of body armor, or a pirated copy of a part of the Louvre facade reflect Czebatul’s fascination with geopolitical themes and monolithic forms. In her
exhibition the overlapping discourses on claims to power and claims of interpretations resemble a signature of our time.
For all their aesthetic force, Czebatul’s works are primarily concerned with aspects of our mode of production and life that are readily repressed. Against the
horizon of current political, economic, and ecological crises, she draws on the
strategies of a polyphonic, emancipatory counterculture, without succumbing to
the temptation of moral finality. In times when the statues of colonizers are being
razed and imperial castles are being reconstructed at the same time, her works
represent witty anti-monuments – memorials to an ideology-free society yet to
be built.

LOS ANGELES, GÜNSTERODE
DIE SCHMELZE

DIE SCHMELZE (THE MOLTEN MASS) , 2021
Sand, cement, pigments, metal, brick, insulant, wood
412 x 255 x 193 cm

“Die Schmelze (molten mass)” is the title of the oven-sculpture built by Berlin based artist Zuzanna Czebatul during her residency in LA 2021.
Its six-ton masonry body is covered in a marbled concrete glaze, produced by the artist in a specially developed process and applied by hand in countless steps.
The oven’s expansive form can be understood as an
inviting gesture - as a place of community it serves for
collective baking, dining, and communication.
After its inauguration in Juli 2021 it becomes the center
of the soirées following events like the Barnale .

MUSEUM MORSBROICH, LEVERKUSEN
KRYPTOFASCHISTISCHER
VERBLENDUNGSZUSAMMENHANG

With her work KRYPTOFASCHISTISCHER VERBLENDUNGSZUSAMMENHANG, Zuzanna Czebatul
chooses the means of deliberate provocation to decipher the established order underlying the writing of art
history. Her approach, however, implies not only an analysis of the art system, but at the same time a consideration of the social relations reflected in the art canon. Czebatul’s work is primarily sculptural, and her works
often relate to the respective exhibition context in terms of space and content. For Der Katalysator she has
created a new sculpture framed by two large-scale drawings. Unmistakably, the sculpture is a female figure
in a classical pose. It is Czebatul’s own body, wrapped in a light green-tinted felt fabric and tied with a special
bondage technique.
In KRYPTOFASCHISTISCHER VERBLENDUNGSZUSAMMENHANG, Czebatul reciprocates several
works from art history. First, she references Man Ray’s sculpture L’Enigme d’Isidore Ducasse (The Enigma of
Isidore Ducasse, 1920), for which a sewing machine was wrapped in fabric and tied with a rough parcel tape.
Isidore Ducasse was a writer and pioneer of literary surrealism who entered literary history under the pseudonym Comte de Lautréamont. The contents of the package, the sewing machine just mentioned, have been
defined as a “feminine” element in the context of art scholars’ discussion of the work. This kind of attribution
with simultaneous idealizing mystification of the female sex is not only typical for the current of surrealism, it
can also be seen as paradigmatic for earlier social occurrences and continues to have an effect in parts up to
the present day. Critically, Man Ray’s work encourages stereotyping and objectification of the female body.
Czebatul reclaims her body by making it the subject of her feminist work. Her sexually charged sculpture, tied
with elaborate knots, oscillates between passivity and a controlled, self-determined use of her own body as a
trigger for an erotic fantasy of power.
The placement of the sculpture in the context of the exhibition at Museum Morsbroich in the sense of establishing a direct reference to Joseph Beuys is suggested by the covering of Czebatul’s figure with felt. For the
use of this material brings to mind the action I like America and America likes Me (1974), in which Beuys spent
three days and nights in the company of a coyote at the René Block Gallery in New York, wrapping himself in
felt. This fabric, the identifying mark of one of the most famous artists of the 20th century, is thus at the same
time a means of concealing the artist’s figure (representative of many other colleagues). In this way, Czebatul
does not primarily attack Beuys as a person or fellow artist; rather, she criticizes the mechanisms behind his
myth that institutionalize him. The canonization of art history goes hand in hand with the selection of a few
dominant protagonists and narratives, which in turn are oriented in their closedness to elitist patterns of definition and legitimation of art and art historiography. This interpretation of Czebatul’s work is based primarily on
the two untitled drawings that show the façade of the Humboldt Forum in Berlin, which has been the subject
of criticism for years and also houses the ethnological collection of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation. In these works, too, the critique of the museum’s “canonization machine” is formulated by establishing a
provocative, sexualized reference in the form of pink slogans: “No Vaseline, Just Gasoline” can be understood
as an appeal to art not to be a lubricant of existing orders, but a fuel for progessive social change.

KRYPTOFASCHISTISCHER VERBLENDUNGSZUSAMMENHANG , 2021
Polystyrene, felt, hemp
175 x 45 x 49 cm
NO VASELINE, JUST GASOLINE, 2021
Charcole on paper
120 x 82 cm
IT WILL BE WHAT IT WAS, 2021
Charcole on paper
120 x 82 cm

GOETHE INSTITUTE, MUNICH
MACROMOLECULE EXPLOITING SOME
BIOLOGICAL TARGET

MACROMOLECULE EXPLOITING SOME BIOLOGICAL TARGET
2021
PVC
300 x 300 x 150 cm

In her works, sculptor Zuzanna Czebatul deconstructs the properties of materials and cultural symbols, thereby exposing their underlying meanings. As a raver, bouncer, or DJ herself, Czebatul is an active part of Berlin’s
club culture and draws inspiration from the connections between pop culture, individual freedom, and social
ideologies. For TECHNO WORLDS, the artist has designed an oversized, poison-green Ecstasy tablet with
the words “Rush” and “Revolution” stamped on its sides.
Czebatul’s hyperreal-looking and air-filled sculpture “Macromolecule Exploiting some Biological Target” (2021)
functions as a humorous as well as reflexive monument to rave culture, particularly that of the 1980s and
1990s. Carried by a generation that had already been socialized by the pharmaceutical industry with lifestyle
drugs, the synthetically produced, empathogenic drug ecstasy enjoyed particularly great popularity in the
clubs due to its disinhibiting and activating effects. The two terms used, “rush” and “revolution,” refer to two
poles of the movement at the time and interpret its social background. The trend of modern pharmaceutical
products such as the birth control pill, antidepressants and Valium is closely linked to the development towards a meritocracy and its speed and stress potential: the individual as part of a globalized world dominated
by capital escapes from everyday life into collective timelessness and hedonistic rebellion. At the same time,
the scene was characterized by a spirit of optimism and hope for technological progress and social transformation. The euphoria that makes ravers linger on the dance floor is and was an expression of their non-conformist way of life and of the club as a place of lived social utopia. Music, drugs, and ravers still combine to
form the iconic resonating bodies that are part of the collective memory of the techno movement.
The twist of acceleration and transformation is picked up formally by the typographies Czebatul uses: “Rush”
seems to expand forward and take up space. “Revolution,” on the other hand, is written circularly and in such
large letters that the word is almost unrecognizable as such. In her work, the artist succeeds in making the
dichotomy and seductiveness of 1990s club culture palpable. Even today, the longing for those community-forming moments of the club experience persists, but the hope for a comprehensive social revolution was
disappointed. Instead, small-scale utopias have formed in club spaces in recent years, characterized by differentiated music genres, the discourse around digital technologies, and the conquest of leftover free spaces
in urban areas. In them, the subversive power of techno lives on in practices, aesthetics, and a future-oriented
desire for change.

KURATOR RAPPERSWIL, SWITZERLAND
DAZED

DAZE, 2020,
180 × 47 × 85 cm,
Polyethylen, Lacquer

“Power is always […] a power potential and not an
unchangeable, measurable, and reliable entity like
force or strength. […] power springs up between men
when they act together and vanishes the moment they
disperse.” Hannah Arendt — The Human Condition
Zuzanna Czebatul’s sculptures dismantle the ideological narratives of the
triumphant and heroic to the point of collapse. For this exhibition, the artist was commissioned
to produce a new iteration of her large-scale sculpture Twister (2018), two tightly embraced
obelisks initially proposed as a public monument for the city of Warsaw, whose urban landscape
has been shaped by the dominant sculptural and architectural manifestations of the patriarchal
nation-state to this present day. In Daze (2020), the phallic monuments and symbols of power
are still affectionately entangled and have now moved into the horizontal. An homage to
Madelon Vriesendorp’s painting Flagrant Delit (1978, English: Flagrant Crime) depicting a post
coitus scene between the Chrysler Building and the Empire State Building used for the book
cover of Rem Koolhaas’s publication Delirious New York (1978), Czebatul’s most recent sculpture
has been conceived during a time that sees monuments of colonial violence torn down and
demolished across the world, and gives rise to the formation of transnational solidarity opposing
the recent anti-LGBT+ politics in Poland targeting queer activists for putting rainbow flags on
public monuments throughout the country. In this light, Czebatul’s passionately entangled
obelisks become an emblematic symbol for the desire of transmitting and monumentalizing
pleasure and sexuality as acts of resistance.

BERGHAIN, BERLIN
TWISTER
Two entangled, grey obelisks form Twister, a more than four meter high sculpture made of styro foam and resin.
Originally commissioned as a model for Warsaw Under Construction Festival, the monumental work served
as a proposal for a public sculpture in the Polish capital. Obelisks, often functioning as symbols of power and
hegemony, are depicted here as a sensual entanglement, proposing a rather flexible than rigid view on political
systems. The history of the so called Eastern Bloc and the fall of the Soviet Union, during which Czebatul was
born, mirrors the persistence of change. Twister appears both brutal and caricatural, but above all timeless in
what it wants to tell.

TWISTER, 2018
Styrofoam, epoxy resin, lacquer
416 x 69 x 85 cm

PIK DEUTZ COLOGNE
DES WAHNSINNS SCHÖNE KINDER
The floor work Des Wahnsinns schöne Kinder (Madness‘ Beautiful
Children), shows a group of figures consisting of 9 demonic
beings pulling and tugging at a cloth with the red inscription
EGO. The three meter wide scene forms a pattern that covers
the 300-square-meter floor of PiK Deutz in Cologne. In terms
of composition and drawing, the pictorial element borrows
from Martin Schongauer‘s copperplate engraving ‚St. Anthony,
Plagued by Demons‘ from 1470. Like the man, centrally placed
in the Christian depiction, the cloth cannot defend or protect
itself and at the same time is depicted unharmed in iconographic
transfiguration. This tension highlights the structures and
aesthetics of power embedded in political ideologies that are
at the core of Czebatul‘s work. A collective ego occupies space
and is, as it were, besieged, tormented, compromised, not least
by developments in the current social and pandemic crisis. The
Christian fundamental value systems thematized by taking up the
engraving also offer an analogy to the world gone off the rails,
creating a globe-spanning macro-perspective.
The rosette‘s rhythmic repetition, arrangement, and rotation on
its own axis extends the exhibition hall outward, exploding spatial
limitations and expanding it metaphorically. The other works in the
exhibition are influenced by the expansive floor work and besiege
as well as occupy the carpet.

DES WAHNSINNS SCHÖNE KINDER , 2020
Print on polyester-fleece
12500 x 27300 cm

SANS TITRE (2016), PARIS, FRANCE
HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE A DICK
SCORNED

BARTOLOMEO (1), 2020, resin, charcoal on handcrafted paper, pigments, 66,5 x 48 cm
BARTOLOMEO (2), 2020, resin, charcoal on handcrafted paper, pigments, 63,5 x 47,5 cm

Rage is a word to which Zuzanna Czebatul returns often, as she describes this new body of work, produced for her first solo
exhibition at the gallery Sans titre (2016), Hell Hath No Fury Like A Dick Scorned.
The first impression it gives, however, is of anything but. Like a copyist, reproducing certain paintings seen in the course of
summer wanderings at the Gemäldegalerie in Berlin, the artist stole one of the most rationalist motifs of Renaissance painting: its
precise architectural works, measured to the millimeter, majestic and cold. They are the result of scholarly calculations; nothing is
left to chance. They reflect the thought of a new world, where clarity, detachment, and objectivity reign, in contrast to the organic
universe of the Middle Ages.
In short, a world of men.
The works are titled after some of those who helped construct it.
Zuzanna Czebatul empties the architectural paintings of their figures and their narratives and suddenly, they no longer seem so
solid. It’s the beginning of ruin, of imperfection, of life… The earth and fire toned pigments that are composing the brilliant resin
panels realize this impression. The house is burning!
Depopulated in such a way, these architectural panels become paradoxically more sensual. They evoke grottos, womb-like
hollows, round, and welcoming cavities.
These works that blur the line between drawing, architecture and object are accompanied by two sculptures that take the form of
oriental rugs, often depicted strewn on the floor or in stairs in Renaissance paintings. They are, of course, the manifestation of the
universalist projects of Christianity, but they also evoke the cultural cohabitation that we tend to confront today.
Zuzanna Czebatul’s carpets seem to float, as if animated by an evil genie or a powerful sorcerer.
For a long time, the question was posed of how to contain women’s rage, their impulse to live. Freud and Breuer’s Studies on
Hysteria (1895) is the reflection of this will to find an explanation for all behaviors outside the norm, for all ways of thinking outside
the box. It was all about curing, soothing, taming. The artist selected extracts from it, which are reproduced sparsely upon the
walls of the gallery. She physically deforms these phrases, in the same manner that she distorts their message. In such a way she
puts them back into their context, that of the most total subjectivity: a medicine developed by men, for men.
Is it not chaos – the elements that unleash themselves – that permits calm and peace to finally prosper?

DOMENICO, 2020, (detail)
resin, charcoal on handcrafted paper, pigments
63 x 100 cm
BARTOLOMEO (3), 2020
resin, charcoal on handcrafted paper, pigments
84x 74 cm

THE VIRGIN, 2020
carpet and resin
89 x 53 x 36 cm

CAC LA SYNAGOGUE DE DELME FRANCE
THE SINGING DUNES
‘Zuzanna Czebatul operates mainly in the field of sculpture, creating
pieces that blur the lines between commercial product, architectural
relic, and artistic production. Her work investigates complex
relationships between the viewer and the viewed. She produces
her own materials and creates works that deal with different themes
representing strength or weakness, depicted in their opposed
forms and with a certain sense of humor and kitschy eroticism.
Her installations appear in turns collapsed, destroyed, deflated,
or fragmented, and question concepts such as monument, public
edifice and symbolic architecture. Reality and artificiality appear in
her work in a constant dialogue in which she expose the fluidity or
flexibility of politics, the art market, or the human body. Thus, her work
often addresses power structures, ideologies and politics and asks
the question: how do we want to live?
For her exhibition The Singing Dunes at CAC Synagogue de
Delme, the artist uses the phenomenon of the singing dunes (1) and
the eternal movement of sandy deserts as a metaphor for nomadism,
the transformation of knowledge and civilizations, migrations, the
alternation of constructed forms, and the evolution of beliefs. A
monumental in situ work made of concrete and created in dialogue
with the synagogue’s architecture, spreads on the ground floor.
Inspired by the opus sectile technique (2), which was popular in
public buildings and private homes of the ancient and medieval
Roman world, this tiled floor depicts the synagogue’s original
architectural elements (the Torah ark, the windows and the columns
at the entrance) caught in a maelstrom that ends up spiralling into
a hole. Between quicksand and psychedelic vision, this creation
constitutes a monumental, luxurious floor, worthy of the building’s
decorative features, which have long disappeared (3). At the same
time the work recalls the movement and inherent fluctuations that
accompany the passing of time, altering and transforming forms,
knowledge and culture.
. The metaphor takes its course upstairs, where a collection of
sculptures represents vestiges of a pseudo Egyptian antiquity,
excavated from the desert. Replete with historical inconsistencies
and with fantasized visions of ancient Egypt (4), these fragments,
once reconstructed, are meant to replicate a female sphinx from the
blockbuster movie The Ten Commandments by Cecil B. DeMille
(1923), one of the most expensive productions in the history of
Hollywood. This epic staged an entire, constructed city as a film
set that, because it was difficult to store in studios, was deliberately
buried in the California desert, until its remains were rediscovered by
archaeologists in the 1960s. Thus presented, these (fake) sculptures
reproduce the specificity of an archaeological excavation, as if they
have just been dug out of the sand, while mimicking the situation
of a museum display, where these vestiges ended up eventually.
Staging an archaeology that is just as artificial as the rediscovered
film set, Zuzanna Czebatul places several historical strata on the
same level: Egyptian antiquity, the Jewish exodus, Hollywood cinema,
contemporary archaeology, and current human migrations. Their
proximity, embodied by the physical and metaphorical presence of
sand in the exhibition, evokes a seemingly endless postmodernity,
as well as the way history and ideologies fluctuate alongside power
shifts. Zuzanna Czebatul confronts us with our contemporary era’s
“desert of the real” (5), where the origins of power are not as natural
and neutral as they appear: they usually spring from multiple fictions
produced arbitrarily. From time immemorial, culture has been
concealing the ideology of the day. It is up to each of us to identify it.

VORTEX (NEW DAY COMING), 2020
Sand, cement, pigments, liquifierl
105 cm

THEIR NEW POWER (BACK), 2020
Polyethylene, acrylic plaster, pigments, sandl
190 x 230 x 150 cm
THEIR NEW POWER (HEAD), 2020
Polyethylene, acrylic plaster, pigments, sandl
145 x 240 x 170 cm
THEIR NEW POWER (CHEST), 2020
Polyethylene, acrylic plaster, pigments, sandl
110 x 165 x 160 cm
THEIR NEW POWER (PAWS), 2020
Polyethylene, acrylic plaster, pigments, sandl
175 x 180 x 75 cm

GGM1 CITY GALLERY
GDAŃSK, POLAND
T-KOLLAPS
The decay of the Parthenon is subject of reflection pursued within
the Exhibition T-Kollaps. “T” stands for “temple” and “Kollaps”
means “collapse”. Travellers from Europe and other corners of the
world who visit the limestone hill in Athens today encounter ruins of
the ancient temple complex. Likewise, the concept of democracy
has changed its meanings throughout the millennia. Humankind
has enjoyed ample opportunities to put its various models to test,
some more successful than others. New social classes and groups,
ongoing evolution interrupted by revolutions – all of this shapes the
democratic regimes known today. The global idea of democracy –
demos and kratos, “power of the people” – has many local variations.
It is similar to the Greek orders carved in marble, which – although
defined and measured – were actually assembled of spatial
collages of their own selves as a result of decisions and efforts of
those who created them. The nstallation T-Kollaps evokes ancient
canons. The artist fills the interior of the gallery’s scarlet space with
inflated toy-columns as if elements of ancient ruins suffering decay.
Czebatul replaces hard classic marble from Pentelicus with softly
transparent and thermoplastic polyethylene, thus bringing to mind
the changes that the ancient idea of the Greek state has undergone.
As she disassembles the orders and uses their parts to build new
structures, the components become deflated. They are now flexible
and lose their shape. We are taken to a massive playground, an
inflated theme park of ideas. Paradoxically enough, it was built
of elements that used to make up a temple dedicated to gods
worshipped by ancient Greeks.

1

2

1 & 2 FLEXIBLE ULTIMATA
Vinyl, print on cardboard
120 x 180 cm
3 & 4 T-KOLLAPS, 2019
Polyethylen, carpet, paint
120 cm x 50 cm
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IG METALL–HAUS,
BERLIN
WHACKO IN
AND LOCO
OUT
‚This second gate is as open as it closed. Sounds crazy,
no? Maybe it’d be better to say it’s neither open nor
closed. Though that doesn’t make it any less crazy.
With the slogan Whacko In & Loco Out, two metal gates
welcome visitors—or are they trying to keep us away?
Like architectural relics from an unplaceable epoch or a
science-fiction set, they put themselves in the way. Are
they barriers or entrances? While the two open palms
in the work Within Meadows And Rolling Hills (2016)
offer a gesture of reconciliation, invitation, and comfort,
the second work Psy Away (2019) makes the opposite
impression: the grimacing face with its huge teeth
and distorted features towers upwards as a horrifying
obstacle. Its monstrous yet brutally comical character
is drawn from the architectural tradition of grotesques.
Somewhere between the carnivalesque and the
demonic, it seems less like a gate to heaven than to hell.
The translucent epoxy bricks from the series World in
Motion (2018)—originally conceived as a site-specific
work for the brick walls of the exhibition space FUTURA
in Prague—no longer subtly insert themselves into the
environment, but now introduce a new architectural
element. Partly adorned with text, these brick casts recall
1990s graffiti on brickwork walls—a motif burned into
collective pop-culture memory as a kind of street style
through TV, film, and stage sets. The brickwork indoors
feels just as out of place as the gateways. But at the
same time, their installation suspended in the middle of
the room seems to open up new spaces. Both series of
works, the brick walls and the metal gates, mark fictive
territories that simultaneously lock you in and out.

1

With Siegfried‘s Departure (2018), Czebatul makes use
of another element of public space: cast in a guerilla act,
the plaster foot, finished with shiny silver car paint, is
derived from the monumental Bismarck memorial in the
Tiergarten in Berlin. The foot of Siegfried the swordsmith
is presented to those passing by IG-Metall-Haus as a
symbol of industrial power.
It’s the big sculptural gestures that interest Zuzanna
Czebatul (b. 1986): monumental metal portals open up
interiors and exteriors, while horizontal, collapsed, and
self-entangled obelisks assert themselves in space.
Their formal language cites the aesthetics of 1990s club
culture, commodity fetishism, and commercialization. In
their seductive act of appropriation, her works convey
a sense of sexiness, a desire to own, thus showcasing
tendencies that are as hedonistic as they are capitalist.
In her solo exhibition at the IG-Metall-Haus, Czebatul’s
materials and forms redeploy gender cliches, now
exaggerated: her sculptures correspond to stereotypical
depictions of virility and masculinity, only to then break
with these images of dominance through humor. They
thus come to seem like caricatures of themselves.
Associations with current political figures and situations
lie close at hand. What remains is an impression of
weakness and uncertainty in an age of alternative facts.
In the context of Germany’s single largest workers’ union,
it is an impression that deserves to be read politically.
Miriam Bettin, 2019
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1 SIEGFRIED’S DEPARTURE I – III
Plaster, copper, lacquer, sulfur, iron
89 x 120 x 42 cm
2 THE WORLD IN MOTION (PRICK)
Resin, pigments, steel
Dimensions variable
3 WITHIN MEADOWS AND ROLLING HILLS, 2016
Steel, lacquer
300 x 150 x 5 cm

FUTURA, PRAGUE
EVEN A SPACESHIP
HAS TO LAND
SOMETIMES
It needed four people to carry the large flat powder concrete
sculptures of Zuzanna Czebatul, that we exhibited with Linda and
Daniela Dostálková at Plato Ostrava, as each of them weighted
120 kilos. I immediately thought it is sympathetically courageous
to produce such a work in the era of absolute mobility. And even
subversive as this kind of sculptures are still ascribed mainly to male
artists. There is always something loud in Zuzanna’s work. The taste
for artificial, eccentric and excessive. She isn’t scared to expose
herself, not to hide behind the usual contemporary art arrogance
of never to be too explicit and only giving the exact right amount.
Her work of course builds on the pop, or one could even say porn.
Those toxic artificial seduction mechanisms that simply click the
right buttons inside and are too fast to keep on with how they’re
operating. But she detours them, not with the classical irony, as irony
stopped to work already long time ago. Same for appropriation. She
rather dematerialise and over-materialise them in the same time,
accentuating the surface but always with tension to the matter.
At FUTURA Zuzanna exhibits three large feet that are exact casts of
Siegfried’s foot from Berlin’s Bismarck memorial taken with silicone
moulds. The problematic gesture what comes to its ambivalent
legality questions to whom public sculptures belong, but no only as
part of the public space but literally as shapes that are given to be
seen but not to be acquired for further use. The guerrilla moulding
affects the original only in one sense, that it removes the green
patina caused by advanced oxidation. The new Siegfried’s legs had
not been cast in bronze but in plaster, but are coated with a thin layer
of metal that had been also patinated in three chemically different
ways creating a different effect. This again adds to the tension
between the surface and the essence, between the skin and the
flesh.
The resin brick pieces spread over the walls of FUTURA plays on
a certain 1990s aesthetics, the sort of Brooklyn brick graffiti style
graphics used in popular culture as in Jump street 21 television
series. The site specific reaction to the walls of FUTURA, that is a
sort of imitation, could then also be read in the relation of counter
culture and its commercialisation. The position of FUTURA and
the quickly gentrifying neighbourhood. The words we read on
the pieces: Block, Chaos, Skies, Lover, Prick and Rush adds to
the teenage vibe, the problematic obligation to play a certain role,
act according to a certain script, but also the romantic subversive
energy of the “teenage” as state rather than age. The uncertainty of
sincerity and staging in this work underlines a certain third reading.
The inherent irony may allow for it meaning something serious.
Perhaps this stubborn going for something that will be essentially
read as ironical, even over ironical, is one of the last hope we have for
being able to say something serious in a culture so much based on
genre and parody.
The series of paintings is recomposition of 1982 illustration of Ryoko
Ishioka and it was executed in Dafen, China, in order-based painting
workshops. The feminine but not clearly gendered figure we see
from behind, stands on a sky that mirrors her body, creating its exact
image below. Her position on tip toes with hands crossed on her
hips is both contemplative and alerted. The deep green body suit
being somehow a second skin underlines her body features, but
also seem to have functional protective and reinforcing function. We
could read this image as visual commentary on the other works and
the works of Zuzanna Czebatul in general. It somehow mirrors the
exhibition visually, metaphorically but also literally in the presence of
Skies, Skins and tiptoed feet.
Michal Novotný, 2018

THE WORLD IN MOTION (PRICK & SKIES)
Resin, pigments, steel
Dimensions variable

THE HATCH I – VII
Oil on canvas
200 x 150 cm

SIEGFRIED’S DEPARTURE I – III
Plaster, copper, lacquer, sulfur, iron
89 x 120 x 42 cm

ART COLOGNE 2018,
COLOGNE
HIGHER THAN
THE SUN
Strukturen und Ästhetik der Macht im Kontext politischer Ideologien bilden den Kern von
Zuzanna Czebatul’s künstlerischer Arbeit in der sie anhand architektonischer Reliquien und
Artefakte Machtbeziehungen untersucht. Als Bildhauerin konzentriert sich Czebatul auf
ästhetische Verlockungen, die Skulpturen und architektonischen Elementen, sowie Interieur
und Grafikdesign innewohnen. Der dadurch ermöglichte Vergleich dient dabei als Methode, um
inhaltlich Verwandtschaften und Spannungsfelder offenzulegen.
Die verschiedenen Facetten eines schwindelerregenden Kapitalismus kulminieren in der
Installation Higher Than The Sun, eine unendlich reproduzierbare Bodenarbeit, die sich auf der
gesamten Fläche der Eingangshalle der diesjährigen Art Cologne erstreckt.
Worte wie MEGA CASH SPEED JIZZ HYPE und FROG sind entlang des Bodens zu lesen.
Casino-Teppiche, bekannt für ihre hypnotischen und aufdringlichen Designs, deren Funktion
es ist die Glücksspieler wach und in Spiellaune zu halten, sind Vorläufer für die Arbeit
Higher Than The Sun. Die Bodenarbeit nimmt dem Besucher die Orientierung und führt
seine Aufmerksamkeit über dessen Füße hinweg von sich selbst fort. Damit läßt Czebatul
ein Entfliehen der architektonischen Grenzen nicht zu, die somit als Rahmen fungieren.
Irgendwo zwischen militärischer Camouflage und Ming-Vase zeichnet sich in Czebatul’s
psychedelischer Collage eine Konstellation von Symbolen ab: Cartoon-Hände schwingen
und ringen um Gleichgewicht, eine Zunge schnappt sich einen Happen LSD, ein Pilz züchtigt
einen Anderen, Zungen und Schlangen winden sich umeinander. Und dieses Spiel scheint
sich selbst voranzutreiben, wie eine surrealistische und unaufhaltsame Maschine. Auf einem
der Bänder steht ein anderes Wort geschrieben: NOW; Higher Than The Sun liest sich wie
ein fragmentiertes Gedicht oder ein Befehl, eine Anweisung, sich still ausdehnend, auf einem
industriell produzierten Teppich.
Czebatul’s Installation hinterfragt unsere eigene Rolle innerhalb von gegebenen Machtstrukturen
mitsamt ihrer Zwänge und Widersprüche und dem stillschweigenden Einverständnis des
Kunstmarktes. Sind Wir Komplizen? Higher Than The Sun kann als potentielle Pforte zu einem
dystopischen und radikalen Ort gesehen werden, der in all seiner Opulenz und seinem Humor
eine eindringliche Warnung beherbergt.
Kate Brown, 2018

HIGHER THAN THE SUN, 2016
Print on carpet
1.800 squaremeter
Special commission: Art Cologne 2018

UJAZDOWSKI
CASTLE
CENTRE FOR
CONTEMPORARY
ART, WARSAW
TRIP CITY
People need fiction. Only through faith in shared fictions could
societies, religions and nations emerge. Systems founded on looking
jointly and severally in the same direction.
Offering the majority relief in identifying with a greater cause. And the
minority – a sense of exclusion. That’s what the separatist power of
language, flags and monuments is all about. Power is exercised at the
symbolic level by dictatorially forcing images and objects—through
which history is written—into the public sphere. Power depends on
collective fictions. For shaping public opinion, it is not so much the
facts that matter as the emotional potential of the message, as well as
how it resonates with the recipient’s beliefs. This is how contemporary
political culture works and why it is ever more difficult to distinguish
reality from hallucination.
TRIP CITY is a site-specific landscape of a psychoactive hue. Zuzanna
Czebatul reads the socio-political sentiments active in public space,
hijacks material objects, deconstructs and enters them into new
contexts, changing their meaning. She explores the city, focusing on
its vulnerable places. In Frequency Respond Test (Harry & Paul), two
life-sized plush beasts with their heads cut off, she locates the idea of
a dumbed down conflict without a chance for dialogue. A conflict that
ceased to be constructive due to more value being placed on physical
rather than verbal confrontation.
In the series New Republic the artist takes fragmentary casts from
monuments and breaks them into pieces—disassembling their
symbolic power as well as the collective cultural identity they project.
The identity is ordered to form anew. Complementing the series, a
mural refers to expressionist films from the early 20th century— in
a critical moment for European history, they helped to tame the fear
and negotiate the borders of reality. Czebatul also negotiates these
borders— TRIP CITY is a distorted reality weighted by an increasingly
emotional burden. By treating history as an area of knowledge
particularly susceptible to manipulation, the artist undermines and
rejects the mechanisms running the public sphere and scrapes off the
layers of ideology.

LUDLOW 38,
NEW YORK CITY
OPUS SECTILE
The first solo exhibition by Zuzanna Czebatul in the United States.
For Ludlow 38, the artist has developed a floor piece that deals
with the exhibition space and its history. Opus Sectile originated
in dialog with the permanently installed display Remodel, which
was conceived by artist Martin Beck in 2011, is a reflection about
movement through social and experienced spaces. Taking the
relationship between the individual and space as a starting point,
in this work Czebatul addresses the history of architecture and its
brittle lines in the present. The exhibition will be on view through
July 31. The title Opus Sectile (Engl. “cut work”) is borrowed from
Latin and refers to an artistic technique that was practiced primarily
in ancient Roman times to inlay floors with fine marble, mother-ofpearl, or cut glass. Unlike mosaics, the stones for an opus sectile are
cut to generous shapes, which then are positioned piece by piece as
the subject. The best known historical references include the finds
in Villa Adriana, Herculaneum, and Palazzo Massimo alle Terme. The
rooms of these imposing villas were not only decorated with fine
sculptures, statues, and busts, but also with decorative mosaics
and murals. In ancient times, sculpture and architecture formed a
synergetic unit designed for a harmonious combined effect; the
goal was to design space as a whole. Czebatul’s engagement with
sculptural architecture transports this idea to the present. At Ludlow
38, she has transformed the floor into an artistic element, producing
an extensive opus sectile and thus redefining movement through
the exhibition space. The formal design of the floor is based on
dynamic lines that create a horizontal pattern. The individual panels
have a marbled quality created in a special manufacturing process
by which Czebatul prepares a concretepigment mixture that slowly
hardens in poured molds. These panels are fastened to each other
on the floor and intercede with the Remodel display in their overall
appearance. At the same time the floor appears to be part of a
larger whole, a fragment of modern architecture that seemingly runs
behind the walls of the exhibition space. Opus Sectile is based on
ideas of site-specificity and opens up a conceptual space where the
potential and the continuous transformation of urban architecture
can be renegotiated.

OPUS SECTILE (Details), 2015
Concrete, pigments, metal mesh
47 sqm

OPUS SECTILE, 2015
Concrete, pigments, metal mesh
47 sqm

GILLMEIER RECH,
BERLIN
A GENTLEMAN’S
INSULT / A
GENTLEMAN’S
APOLOGY
Gillmeier Rech announces the opening of A Gentleman’s Insult
/ A Gentleman’s Apology, the gallery’s second solo exhibition by
Zuzanna Czebatul. The exhibition includes her sculpture Pivotal
Blast and her four-part grid series Neuro Studies, two new bodies
of work that come together to form an extensive installation. In both
of the works, architecture, its history, and its signifcance, plays a
central role. For the exhibition, they are arranged in a highly charged
ensemble making it possible for us to renegotiate the impact and
transformation of urban architecture today.

1

Pivotal Blast, an obelisk measuring over six meters, lies broken in
the middle of the gallery space. In three pieces, it cuts a pathway
from the rear of the space to the door. In Ancient Egypt, the obelisk,
a monolithic pillar with a pointed crown, symbolized rays of the sun
turned to stone and was erected in front of sacred temples as a
protective edifce. Examples can still be found today in Rome, Cairo,
and Istanbul, and in the 170-meter Washington Monument in the
United States. In Czebatul’s exhibition, Pivotal Blast, an obelisk of
plush, has toppled over, so that its tip does not point at the sky, but
directly at the gallery entrance. Although collapsed, the sculpture
– due to the architectural perfection and beauty of the Egyptian
style – possesses a monumental aura. Thus, and particularly in
the current context of the destruction of the temples in Palmyra,
Syria, the exhibition unfolds a space, in which the signifcance of
cultural heritage and Ancient architecture for the present day can be
discussed.
The title A Gentleman’s Insult / A Gentleman’s Apology is a
metaphor for loss of control, for failure, and dearth of decorum that
lies over the scenario in the gallery space. Accordingly, Czebatul has
bathed the foor in radioactive yellow and positions Pivotal Blast next
to four fat works entitled Neuro Studies that are not mounted onto
the wall but rather foat a little in front of it. These grid structures,
molded in colored resin, draw on the tradition of spiritual windows
while being very reminiscent of Modernist abstract forms. In the
center of each picture, a black and white snapshot of naked bodies
can be found. Here, photographic likeness is juxtaposed with
abstraction, symbolizing the proximity between ornamentation and
fguration.

2

Essentially, A Gentleman’s Insult / A Gentleman’s Apology
demonstrates Czebatul’s fascination with the relationship between
art historical vocabulary and contemporary con- cepts of brittle
perfection to form a single statement about our everyday material
culture.
Vivien Trommer

1 – 3 NEURO STUDY I – IV, 2015
Resin, pigments, glass, digital print, metal
150 x 85 x 3 cm
4 PIVOTAL BLAST, 2015
Foam, wool, polyester, lacquer
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TOM ENGELS AND
LARS PASCHKE ON
ZUZANNA CZEBATUL

By deploying monumental relics, commemorative infrastructure and architectonic interventions, Zuzanna Czebatul
questions how political ideology produces an aesthetics of power and how it can be altered. Her sculptural work
takes the form of columns, obelisks, tapistry, archeological remnants and other architectural displays that undo, twist
or renegotiate the values they traditionally harness. “Building up to better break down,” is the motto under which she
remodels the aesthetics of power into a powerful aesthetic that sparks a transformative potential for a coming society.
Wielding together a wide range of self-produced materials and tongue-in-cheek formats, Czebatul’s work sits between
the solemn and the playful, the immaculate and the grubby, the sober and the erotic: styrofoam sphinxes protecting
their riddle, inflatable columns standing their ground, hand-poured concrete passing as marble, diabolic carpets to be
treaded. Such propositions manipulate the dominant matrix of power articulations, traditionally expressed through myths
of persistence, creation and stability, and juxtaposes such principles with ephemerality, decay and fluidity to better
approximate the precariousness of lived experience.
Born into a family that decided to leave post-Soviet Poland in 1991 and move to a then recently unified Germany, Czebatul
gives form to these very traces and experiences of a struggle with ideological collapse and the rewiring of socioeconomic and political orders. The experience of displacement and confused belonging consolidated over the years
into the primary base from which her work comes into being. The familiarity with political rupture thus becomes the lens
through which she approaches current political conditions with increased critical sensitivity.
Czebatul wittily dissects power, political struggle and monumentality, and materializes them as social categories, constructs
and agreements. She abandons the singular and traditional objecthood of sculptural work, and approaches sculpture as
a deeply social and thus plural category. Her work often appears as designed spatial and social environments in which
the power relations produced by architectural tropes are highlighted and transformed. At other times she composes
monumental sculptural forms that soften, collapse, break, melt or twist into one another, and whose materiality and future
function is renegotiated.
Czebatul’s work doesn’t transmit or propagate transparent messages about the state of our world. Instead, it aims at a
momentary irritation that shakes one’s opinions, dreams up and re-assembles the driving and relevant questions of our
times.
Tom Engels and Lars Paschke

TRISTAN, KEWIN & JOSS, 2015
Expanding foam, polyester, steel, lacquer
100 x 100 x 130 cm

JEAN ROCH DARD,
PARIS
A PERFECT LIE
Tristan, Kewin, Joss (2015) is a piece by Zuzanna Czebatul in
the group exhibition called A Perfect Lie, now filling the space
of the Belgian gallery Jeanroch Dard.
Czebatul‘s floor work consists of three common sweatpants
of different colors which seem to have been frozen in action.
In Tristan, Kewin, Joss (2015) the mannequins are truncated,
interrupted, and broken down into a collective unity, composed
of hollow bodies, lifeless like a scarecrow.
Impressive in its emphatic physical presence and precision,
Tristan, Kewin, Joss (2015) carries symbolic overtones that are
at once sombre and euphoric: the work here seems to embody
what happens to the artistic creation under the influence
of the art market’s oligarchs: a mercantile, speculative and
spectacular, as well as exploited product.

TRISTAN, KEWIN, JOSS, 2015
Foam, polyester, metal
130 x 120 x 120 cm

CV

Zuzanna Czebatul
*1986 Miedzyrzecz/PL
2014 - 2015
2007 - 2013
2012
2010 - 2011

Attended MFA Hunter College, New York
Meisterschülerin, Städelschule, Willem de Rooij Class, Frankfurt/M.
Cooper Union, New York
UdK Josephine Pryde Class, Berlin

SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2022

Erich Hauser Foundation Prize winner exhibition (upcoming)
Import/Export Gallery Warsaw, Poland (upcoming)
Monument Error EXILE Gallery Vienna, Austria
The Joy of being the Cause M1 Arthur-Boskamp-Stiftung, Hohenlockstedt

2021

Happy Deppy Ecstasy Institute Kunstpalais Erlangen
The Cell EXILE Gallery Vienna

2020

Dazed Squatting at Owned by Others Berlin
The Singing Dunes at CAC Synagogue de Delme, France
Hell Hath No Wrath like a Dick Scorned at sans titre (2016) Gallery Paris, France
Emanze at KdeWe Esslingen

2019

Salt at Limbo Berlin
T–Kollaps at GGM1 City Gallery Danzig
Whacko In & Loco Out at IG Metall Haus Berlin

2018

Even A Spaceship Has To Land Sometimes at Futura Prague
Higher Than The Sun Solo Presentation at the Entrance Hall ArtCologne Köln
Trip City at CCA Ujazdowski Castle Warsaw
Wild Awake at 83 Pitt Street New York
Away at MÉLANGE Cologne
Ellipsism at Piktogram Warsaw
A Fruity Mechanical Treat at Schmidt & Handrup Cologne
A Gentleman’s Insult / A Gentleman’s Apology at Gillmeier Rech Berlin
Songs Of Convenience And Melancholy at Bad Reputation Los Angeles
Opus Sectile at MINI/Goethe-Institut Ludlow 38 New York

2017
2016
2015

GROUP EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION)
2022

Sculpture Garden Geneva, Switzerland (upcoming)
Sortir Ce Soir Frac Bretagne, Rennes, France (upcoming)
Adjustable Monuments Sammlung Philara Düsseldorf (ongoing)
Mit den Füßen sehen Museum Museum Villa Rot, Burgrieden - Rot
Identity Unknown Bundeskunsthalle, Bonn (ongoing)
Egyptomania Museum Dauphinoise Grenoble, France (upcoming)

2021

Draussenstadt Uferhallen Berlin
Park Platz Berlinische Galerie
Baltic Triennale BT 14 Vilnius, Lithuania
Der Katalysator Museum Morsbroich Leverkusen
Techno-Worlds touring exhibition Goethe-Institut (ongoing)
Eclipse A7 Athens Biennale Greece
Three is a Crowd Wroclaw Biennale, Poland
She Classicita Polana Institute Warsaw, Poland

2020

Parasites PiK Deutz Cologne (ongoing)
La Psychologie des Serrures at CAN Neûchatel Switzerland (ongoing)
Studio Berlin at Berghain Berlin (ongoing)
Eat the Museum Kurator Switzerland
Die Sonne nie świeci tak jak Słońce at Trafostacja Szczecin, Poland
Walking on Ice at XC. Hua Gallery Berlin

2018

A Hermeneutic Network at DECAD Berlin
Art Ingredients at BWA Lublin
Love & Resistance at A.M. 180 Prague
Acéphale at AQB Budapest

2019

Good As Hell EVBG Berlin
AGM Somerset House London
The Spirit of Nature and other Fairy Tales at Muzeum Slaskie Katowice
Schluss mit Reden, Spielen Wir! at Kunsthalle Lingen
Orient at Kunsthalle Bratislava Slovakia
Even Still Sexy at UGM Maribor Art Gallery Slovenia
Bad Romance at +DEDE Gussglashalle Berlin
Jutro at Castor Projects London
Ordination organized by Sophie Tappeiner & Kerstin von Gabain
The Same As Ever, But More So at Braunsfelder Family Collection Cologne
Sculpture Park by Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer / Vienna Contemporary
Wielcy sarmaci, wielkie sarmatki tego kraju at BWA Tarnów

2017

Warsaw Under Construction IX Palace for Culture and Science Warsaw
I Scream, You Scream, We All Scream For Ice Cream Fondazione Baruchello, Rome
Hoolifemmes Museum Of Modern Art Warsaw
Cum-Ex IG-Metall Haus Berlin
Amazing Girls / It’s Complicated KevinSpace Vienna
Divorce – Paroxysm of a Union Kunsthalle Freeport Athens
Grotto Capitale Exile Gallery Berlin
The New Normal Umam Beirut
Preparatory Portrait of a Young Girl Plato Ostrava
Tropical Hangover Tenderpixel London
Picha/Bilder Collectors Room Berlin
Small Galerie Sexauer Berlin

AWARDS / GRANTS / RESIDENCIES / TEACHING
2022
2021
2020

2019
2018
2016
2015
2014
2010
2009
2007–2013

Prize of the Erich Hauser Foundation (unannounced yet)
Residency at Fonderia Battaglia Milano, IT (upcoming)
Guest Professor at FavU Art Acedemy Brno, CZ
Research Grant Berliner Senat
Artist Talk at Berlinische Galerie
Neustart Kultur Kunststiftung Bonn
Hessische Kulturstiftung Travel Grant New York
Artist Talk Goethe-Institut Nancy
Exhibition funding Goethe-Institut Nancy
Exhibition funding Institut Polonaise Paris
Tutor at Plato Ostrava Summer Academy
Residency at CCA Ujazdowski Castle Warsaw
Artist Talk at Universität der Künste Berlin
A.I.R. Futura Prague
Rupert Residency Vilnius
Tutor at One Fine Day e.V. Nairobi
SOMA Scholarship México City
Fulbright Scholarship
Rundgang Award Frankfurter Rentenbank e.V. Städelschule
Sculpture Award Grünes Kreuz e.V. Städelmuseum Frankfurt
Scholarship by Hans-Böckler-Stiftung

Other activities
2022

Bouncer at Berghain/Panoramabar

KONTAKT
ZUZANNA CZEBATUL
Zuzanna Czebatul
Lahnstraße 91
12055 Berlin
Tel.: +49 (0) 176 43 202 712
studio@zzzzcccczzzz.com
www. zzzzcccczzzz.com

